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BECOMING LIKE- HEARTED

Things which matter most must never be at 

the mercy of things which matter least.

— Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

Surrounded by ponderosa pines and tucked into the foothills of Colorado’s 
front range, Craig’s back porch was always a place of rest for my soul. 

Years ago I found myself there again, with a deep, unnamed wrestling in my 
soul. He met me with a confident smile, poured a few Manhattans, and offered 
a father’s presence. After I explained the difficulties I was having with a few 
people I care about deeply, he quietly offered this observation: “You know, 
Morgan, one of the greatest indicators of spiritual maturity is the quality of 
our closest relationships.”

I was exposed. “What do you mean? I have been heroically coming through 
for these people in more ways than I can remember. Doesn’t that count for 
something?” He laughed and paused. He knows my story and how long I’ve 
attached my sense of being loved to coming through for people. He was gently 
creating space for my pain to teach me a deeper truth: Wisdom is proved right 
by her actions.

Since then, I’ve watched this truth find its way into my soul. Few other 
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Our Hidden Life with God

 The foundation of the relational model for this decade is choosing to con-
sistently and relentlessly cultivate the with- God life.

Years ago I sat across the table from a kingdom warrior who had become a 
father of the faith. At the age of seventy- five, he was making a pilgrimage from 
Australia to the United States to spend time with two of his mentors, Thomas 
Keating and Richard Rohr. I was a hard- charging and overachieving young 
man nearing thirty. I contacted him to ask if I could lean into his counsel. I 
showed up with an extensive list of questions, most of which we never got to. 
What I remember so vividly about the encounter was how my body immedi-
ately began to rest in his fatherly presence. In the atmosphere of his heart, I 
felt peace, I felt acceptance. I felt a deep sense of “all is well.” And I remember 
these sacred words he shared: “In time, I am learning that my inward life must 
become greater than my outward life.”3

His words and his presence were both disorienting and merciful. 
Disorienting because I was overwhelmed by the battles and demands on every 
side, and to primarily grow my inner life, at the time, seemed about as possible 
as walking on water. But deeper still, I could feel my Father’s mercy. I knew 
this was bedrock truth for young men destined to become kings in our Father’s 
kingdom.

Our hidden life with God is the central concern of our Father in heaven 
(Matt. 6:6); giving priority to an interactive relationship with God and his 
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kingdom above everyone and everything else is the foundation of the narrow 
way (Matt. 6:33). As Schaeffer suggested, “Always there will be a battle, always 
we will be less than perfect, but if a place is too big and too active for our pres-
ent spiritual condition, then it is too big.”4 Put simply, the process of becoming 
a king is a path by which our secret life can be steadily transformed from a 
place of shame into our place of greatest treasure.

We were born out of the heroic intimacy of the Trinity, a community of 
relational integrity that serves as a constant flowing river of life. As we con-
sidered in chapter 2, “Becoming a Son,” our brother Jesus oriented his days 
around the superior reality of his oneness with the Father (John 10:30; 16:28). 
It is from this seat of intimacy that the heart of a true king is fueled.

Soul Care

 Prioritizing soul care and arranging our days as apprentices are the primary 
means to receiving wholeheartedness and union with God. It was Oswald 
Chambers who said that “the lasting value of our public service for God is 
measured by the depth of our intimacy with him.”5 In other words, soul care is 
foundational to loving God and others effectively. In the wise words of Parker 
Palmer, soul care “is never a selfish act— it is simply good stewardship of the 
only gift I have, the gift I was put on earth to offer others. Any time we can lis-
ten to our true self and give the care it requires, we do it not only for ourselves, 
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but for the many others whose lives we touch.”6 The habitat of good soil and 
the deepening roots of cultivated practices are intended to be an engine that 
makes it possible for our spiritual life to become first and foremost in our life.

Family

Marriage
 God assures us in Psalm 68:6 that both the lonely person and the lonely 

places within each soul are offered an invitation back into a loving family. 
Family is the first expression of the church. While for a single man this may 
not be a spouse, it is here where each of us must walk with God and ask him 
to reveal what he means by family in our story.

For the men among us who are husbands or intend to be, I think it’s critical 
to take a moment and explore how, when we prioritize our inner life with 
God, we are able to give our hearts to loving our wives. Over time, we cannot 
become the man God intends us to be in other arenas outside of loving first 
and loving well in this covenant. Yet when I consider my marriage, what do I 
do with the failures I have accumulated and the confusion I have around 
what it actually looks like to give and receive love well? Here’s the good 
news: this path we’re on as men leads our masculine soul through the pain 
of brokenness in our marriages into the possibility of deep healing that we 
can substantially shift from self- protection to a sustained posture of mutual 
advocacy.

Marriage is intended to be the headwaters of the redemptive community 
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God, what is in the way of this? What will it cost me that I am not willing 
to pay? What’s beneath the places or patterns in my lack of either quantity 
of time or quality time in regard to my wholehearted attentiveness to my 
children? I want to become wholehearted and united with you more and 
more in the hopes that the children and young ones around me will be 
attracted to your life growing within me and fueling my life with courage, 
love, and vulnerability that surpasses understanding. Guide me in what 
is next for us here.

Like- Hearted Kings

 I didn’t have time. The work on my desk wasn’t done. The kids needed 
help with homework, and I had hours of moving furniture ahead because we 
were midstream in getting that new carpet. We’d negotiated a great price, but 
it cost me moving all the furniture in my house— twice. Still, I wouldn’t give 
up the peace pipe. Bestowed on me by my hunting partner, Brian, who knows 
my heart and what I love, the pipe is fashioned from hand- cut pipe stone he 
chiseled himself, with a tiger maple stem he turned on his lathe. We pass the 
peace pipe in the great tradition of the first native warriors of our land. We 
smoke great tobacco, and as the smoke rises, we pore over maps and stories 
of campfires gone by, and we dream of our next adventure. We’re practicing 
dreaming— everything from an Alaskan bowhunt for Yukon moose to our 
anticipation of introducing my son into our adventure this year for his very first 
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mission. Treaties aren’t cheap or convenient. But it’s some of the best currency I 
spend.) The reward will last forever. Recovering the ancient path to becoming 
a king requires cultivating real and life- giving relationship with the few. And 
the first step is to become the kind of friend you long to have.

Mentors

 In every great story, the hero or heroine must turn to someone older or 
wiser for the answer to some riddle. Dorothy seeks the Wizard, Frodo turns to 
Gandalf, Neo has Morpheus, Timothy leans into Paul, and Luke Skywalker 
must find his way through the swamp to sit at the feet of Master Yoda. The 
mind is not sufficient for what the Bible means by knowing the truth. It’s only 
when truth reaches down deep into the heart that it begins to set us free, just as 
a key must fully penetrate a lock to open it, or rainfall must saturate the earth 
down to the roots in order for your garden to grow. We were born into a culture 
that celebrates self- expression over Wisdom’s long view of self- restraint.13 To 
listen, to observe, to lean into the counsel of mentors is to train the masculine 
soul in recovering the ancient path. It is to repent of self- sufficiency.

Counseling doesn’t just flow to us directly from Christ, only from him; it 

flows through his people as well. We need others— and need them deeply. 

Yes, the Spirit was sent to be our Counselor. Yes, Jesus speaks to us personally. 
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Permission to embrace the hidden years.
Permission to embrace limitations as kind and instructive guides.
Permission to know God is up to deep, transforming work well below 

the waterline that, in time, will reap huge rewards.
Permission to be young in the places that have yet to be initiated and the 

places being trained to rule.
Permission to put first things first.
Permission to disappoint those who are not God’s mission or intention 

for you in this day or in this decade.

I bless your masculine soul with permission. You are on time. This is 
on time.

Guide me, Father, so the things that matter most to you are never at the 
mercy of the things that matter least.
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